INUKTITUT (INUK)

INU 01  Beginning Inuktitut Language and Culture
I Units: 3.00
An introduction to the history and culture of the Inuit of Canada with particular emphasis on their language, Inuktitut, in both writing and speaking. This course is designed for those who have little or no exposure to the Inuit language nor the history of Canada's Inuit peoples.
Learning Hours: 120 (36 Lecture, 84 Private Study)
Requirements: Prerequisite None. Exclusion LLCU 101 (Topic Title: Inuktitut).
Offering Faculty: Faculty of Arts and Science

INU 02  Beginning Inuktitut Language and Culture
II Units: 3.00
Continuation of INUK 01. This course builds on the foundation of INUK 01 expanding the student's knowledge of the vocabulary and structure which enables them to carry on limited conversation in selected everyday topics. This course will also provide an overview of the history and culture of the Inuit from the early 20th century to today.
Learning Hours: 120 (36 Lecture, 84 Private Study)
Requirements: Prerequisite INUK 01.
Offering Faculty: Faculty of Arts and Science